PHILMARTS STAGE PLAYS AND VARIETY SCHOW FOR S.Y. 2018-2019

The Philmarts Services will conduct various stage plays, educational variety shows, acting, singing, dancing and modeling workshops for SY 2018-2019.

The stage play and variety shows aims to:

a. Enlighten and bring awareness to students and participants on issues such as bullying, gender sensitivity, child labor, teenage pregnancy and drug abuse among others.
b. Influence students and participants to apply in their daily lives the good values and morals such as maka-Diyos, maka-Bayan, maka-Tao and maka-Kalikasan

The different stage plays are categorized as follows:

a. BATA-BATA PINALAKI KA BA NG TAMA – Anti drug addiction, family values, honesty and honor.
b. INAY – Unconditional love of an overseas Filipino worker mother to her children.
c. MALUSOG KA BA? GELAY GULAY & EDDIE GALAW – Knowledge on the rights of a child focused on Child Friendly community and healthy habits.
d. HULI BULLY BOY – For anti bullying
e. LIWANAG SA DILIM – Story of love, forgiveness, gender respect and gender equality
f. MOBILE POCKET LIVE SHOW – for science, technology and environment protection
g. ENGLISH and FILIPINO CLASSICS AND SHAKESPEAREAN PLAYS – for English and Filipino history.

More information may be inquired from:

MR. FERNANDO C. CUENCA
Marketing Manager
0968-581-5045 / 0995-081-5871

Participation of both public and private schools shall be in voluntary basis and subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, S. 2005, entitled Instituting Measures to increase Engaged Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the no-collection policy as stated in DepEd Order No. 12, S. 2012 and in Section 3 of Republic Act no. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the Sale of Tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Law).
Dr. Romel C. Bautista  
Schools Division Superintendent  
Department of Education  
Antipolo City Philippines  
June 20, 2017

Dear Sir:

Philmarts Production Services under Gemzmphilmarts organising will conduct various stage plays, educational variety shows, Acting, Singing, Dancing and modeling workshops for School year 2018-2019.

The Stage play and variety shows aim to:
a) Enlighten and bring awareness to students and participants on issues such as bullying, gender sensitivity, child protection, child labor, teenage pregnancy and drug abuse among others.
b) Influence students and participants to apply in their daily lives the good values and morals such as maka-Diyos, maka-Bayan, maka-Tao and maka-kalikasan, which will be presented thru our stage plays.

The different stage plays are categorized as follows:
   a) **BATA BATA PINALAKI KA BA NG TAMA** -- Anti Drug addiction, Family Values, honesty and honor.
   b) **INAY** – Unconditional love of an overseas Filipino worker mother to her children.
   c) **MALUSOG KA BA? GELAY GULAY & EDDIE GALAW** -- Knowledge on the rights of a child focused on Child Friendly community and healthy habits.
   d) **HULI BULLY BOY** – For Anti Bullying
   e) **LIWANAG SA DILIM** – Story of love, forgiveness, Gender respect and Gender Equality.
   f) **MOBILE POCKET LIVE SHOW** – For Science, technology and Environment protection.
   g) **ENGLISH and FILIPINO CLASSICS AND SHAKEPEREAN PLAYS** - For English and Filipino History.

Acting, Singing, Dancing and Modeling workshops aim to develop their talents and confidence which they could use in their quest for productivity in the future.

In this light may I humbly would like to request for an advisory to invite students and teachers for both private and public schools to come and watch these productions.

Thanking you very much for your kind approval and assistance.

Very Respectfully yours,

Fernando C. Cuenca  
Marketing Officer
June 1, 2018

MR. BERNARD ALOYSIUS M. NORONA
President
PhilimArts Studio

Dear Mr. Norona:

Thank you for your proposal to conduct VARIOUS VARIETY SHOWS AND STAGE PLAYS that complements our various thrusts towards holistic development of the learners in the Department of Education.

In this regard, please coordinate directly with the Schools Division Superintendents because matters like this are within her authority to handle.

Schools Division Superintendents are aware that the DepED policy on time-on-task needs to be sustained and all activities requiring financial contribution shall be made on purely voluntary basis.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

FRANCIS CESAR B. BRINGAS
OIC- Assistant Regional Director